2.
Introdluction
In a prtcediig p,!pur by this author (Ilouphton 19771)), the new Wakeby distribution was slhown to have certain advantages over various traditional distributions in modeling U.S. flood records. The Wakeby is defined in an inverse way:
where F is a uniform (0,1) variable.
In this paper, we are not searching for a parent distribution. Rather, we are concerned with the problem of estimating the design event once the sample is given.
The incomplete means estimation procedure presented in this paper is compared with other estimation procedures using a relative regret model developed in the Appendix. Although we apply a two-parameter version to a variant of the Wakeby distribution, the incomplete means procedure can employ a greater number of parameters, and may also be applied to other distributions than the Wakeby.
Fitting Procedure
The incomplete means method of estimation is applied to the righthand side of a sample using the following model:
We can neglect the left-hand side of the sample for this application, because in flood frequency analysis only the higher quantiles are predicted. However, this estimation procedure could be easily extended to include the left-hand side for such applications as drought analysis.
3.
Note that Equation The incomplete means estimation procedure uses a combination of means calculated over only part of the range. This new procedure yields fairly stable estimates with little bias because it uses no moments higher than the first. Consider a sample of n ranked observations ...,X(n ) . Calculate the mean x ; it will fall between the two adjacent observations in the sample. It effectively divides the sample into two disjoint sets. Calculate the mean of the upper set (as shown in Figure 1 ), and call it xl . Similarly, calculate the mean of all observations above xi and label that incomplete mean x 2
The incomplete means and corresponding ni's can be related to the parameters in the Wakeby distribution in a straightforward way. This is due to the inverse definition of the Wakeby; the relation of incomplete means to parameters of a lognormal distribution, for example, would not be as simple.
To derive the relation between the parameters and the incomplete means, recall that
4.
-1
0 Define x(ab ) to be the mean of the interval (x in x-space, or 
-d (n
The first two incomplete means, x 1 and x 2 , are then used to calculate c and e . If d i given, then the relationship is linear in c and e . This probably implies less bias, and will simplify research on theoretical properties in the future.
Framework For Testing
Using an approach similar to Slack et al. (1975) , we use a Monte Carlo experiment to compare various fitting procedures. We assume the "real world" follows a given distribution, and the simulation of syn-5.
thetic records allows us to evaluate procedures according to a specific criteria. However, this analysis differs from the earlier study in two important ways. First, rather than using a set of equally likely background distributions, with several alternative coefficients of skew, we have used a single distribution and a corresponding set of parameter values. This is the "Central Wakeby", which is defined in Houghton (1977a) , and can in some sense be regarded as the most typical or average flood for the set of long records of high quality derived from the U.S.G.S.
gaging stations.
Second, an alternative economic criterion is used in this analysis.
In general, the design event for flood frequency analysis is x(T), 
where B, r, and D are economic parameters. The results suggest that for small projects, such as culverts, with large scale economies, the appropriate size is in the range of f(x ) = .015 to .035 . In addition, the analysis results in a loss function for over-and under-design.
Expected regret is assigned to each of the x , and then averaged over the replications, which results in a ranking of the alternative estimation procedures.
6.
The x is calculated for each synthetict sample by estimating parameters of the distribution, theni solving for x . For example, if we are fitting the normal distribution using the method of moments, we would find V and a from the first two moments of the sample.
* where , r, and D are given economic parameters. Similarly, the formula for the incomplete means estimator is
where d is an assumed value. For the two-parameter lognormal distribution, the formula is
where py 2 a are the first two moments in log-space. We also used Y incomplete means to fit Equation (2) to the logs of the observations. In this case, the assumed value of d is less than the value of d in arithmetic space. Using Cy and ey calculated in log-space, the following implicit function .is.splved for x
Results
Five hundred replications of n = 20 samples were generated from a "Central Wakeby". Each sample was fit six ways corresponding to the six columns in Table 1 . The columns represent: (a) the normal distribution using method of moments; (b) the incomplete means assuming a value of d = .15; (c) the incomplete means estimator using a value of d = .25;
(d) the two-parameter lognormal distribution using method of moments applied to the logs; (e) the incomplete means estimator applied'to the logs using a value of d = .04; and (f) the incomplete means estimator applied to the logs using a value of d = .07 Table 1 is divided into four sets of five rows, each set of rows corresponding to one of four sizes of design events: f(x ) = .04, .021,
.008, and .004. These would imply return periods of 30, 50, 100, and 175 years respectively. The second set of numbers, for which f(x ) = .021, corresponds to the data on culvert design presented in the Appendix. The other design events in this Table offer comparison over a wider range.
The difference between the estimated event, x , and the true event, x Ax = x -x, is calculated for each combination of a design event and estimation procedure, over all 500 samples. The average of the differences 8.
is labeled "mean" in Table 1 , and is a measure of bias. The standard deviations of te differences, labeled "s,d.", easure the dispersion of the estimation procedure. Values of the means square error, "m.s.e.", .are proportional to the expected loss assuming a quadratic loss function.
"Regret" and "s.d. regret" measure the expected regret and associated standard deviation for the loss function described in the Appendix. Note that because the same sets of samples were used for each of these evaluations, the expected regret numbers are positively correlated, which enhances the discriminating power of the test.
However, continuing to the fourth, fifth, and sixth columns, we discover that other estimators do better than the normal. The two-parameter lognormal distribution, fit by taking moments in log-space rather than
arithmetic space, was not tested by Slack et al. (1975) . However, studies Pearson and the two-paranleter .lognorrial were superior to a number of other distributions. Although they recommended the log-Pearson, the twoparameter lognormal performed nearly as well. We attributed the success of both methods to the fact that logs are taken first, and the moments then calculated in log-space. In this manner, sensitivity to high outliers is decreased.
The results of applying the two-parameter lognormal are shown in the fourth column. Although there is substantial bias in the lognormal estimator for large design events, the dispersion is small and the expected regret less than that of the estimators displayed in the first three columns.
The incomplete means estimator is then applied to samples in log-space.
The fifth and sixth columns show that the incomplete means estimator applied in log-space does much better than even the two-parameter lognormal. It has less bias for some design events, but less dispersion for all design events. And the expected regret is considerably less than that of the twoparameter lognormal.
The transformation to logarithms is undoubtedly an improvement for this choice of parent distribution. But we do not know whether the log transformation is always better than other transformations, such as the square root or even the reciprocal. Application of the incomplete means estimator to parent distributions with thinner tails will probably do better with less radical transformations than the log, such as the square root. It is difficult to determine a priori which transformation to make. Adaptive techniques, that is procedures which rely on parameters which are determined by the observations in the sample, are likely to be 
Appendix: Regret Model
In this Appendix,we present a simplified economic model which optimizes the size of a culvert. The expected total cost is the sum of the cost of building the culvert itself and of the damage associated with floods which exceed the design capacity: The expected damage is simplified to:
F(x) is the probability that any flood is < x . That is, expected damage is the probability of a flood which is greater than the design event times the average value of the damage for any failure. The expression is dependent on x for the probability of a failure, but not for the extent of the damage. Given that a culvert fails (i.e. is too small for flow), for example, the average loss will be independent of the size of the original culvert. Or in the case of a dam overflow, the expected damage is independent of the size of the dam.-This simplification is reasonable for a wide variety of applications.
Cost functions for engineering projects are commonly defined as a 
Because this does not solve implicitly for x , we substitute a linear approximation around the optimum for the power function a x o a + Ox= axo (17) which will be fit to real data. Dropping the expected value notation, this approximation changes the total cost function to:
The minimum cost occurs when 
YD
This can be interpreted as choosing the flow which corresponds to the value of the density function, whereas the traditional design uses a value of the distribution function.
16.
To obtain realistic numbers for these parameters, we have chosen typical values from a recent report by Meta Systems, Inc. [1976] , in which they derived cost functions for culverts used in highway design.
For box culverts,
where Across-sectional area in square feet K'(A) the dollar cost per lineal foot.
The average length for an interstate highway is 204 feet, so that
where K(A) is the cost in dollars. The relationship between area A and maximum flow x is given by
so that the cost as a function of flow is
The average cross-sectional area of a box culvert is 50 square feet, which corresponds to a flow of 681 cubic feet per second. Fitting a straight line to the cost function gives:
Ko ( 
17.
Unfortunately, there are no damage functions in the Meta Systems, Inc.
report. But we can impute a damage given assumptions about the rest of ·the variables and the distribution of the flows. First, we assume the normalized flows follow a "Righteous Wakeby" distribution. The "Righteous Wakeby" parameters, as defined in Houghton (1977a) 
Although a T-year event is used to calculate the parameters, the fitting procedures estimate the x r) which is the optimal flow.
The true (unbiased) return period from traditional flood frequency estimations is much less than 50 years, and other projects are designed for longer return periods. Consequently, the estimation procedures presented in Table 1 are evaluated for several different design events.
For each of these design events, imputed damage is calculated in the same way.
Expected relative regret is the additional expected damage associated with the difference between the estimated design event and the true value relative to the damage at the minimum:
Z(x )
Relative regret for the return period T = 50 years is shown in Figure 2 . 
